Oil & Gas

“We are a key player in the
supply of PPE and MRO
equipment to offshore sectors.”

OIL & GAS

With bases in the energy industry
capitals of the UK and over
150 years of industry experience,
DNOW is a key player in the
supply of PPE and MRO
equipment to offshore sectors.

We have partners in key global locations like Ghana, Nigeria,
Singapore and Azerbaijan and have supplied some of the
world’s largest brands in oil and gas.
We have held large contracts for many years, despite
competitive tendering processes, due to our reliable service
and capabilities.
Our three internationally recognised accreditations (ISO
9001, 14001 and OHSAS 18001) and FPAL registration
prove our commitment to providing high quality distribution
services to the oil and gas industry.
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Oil & Gas

KEY PRODUCTS
• Workwear and PPE

• Power tools and accessories

• Rig and vessel consumables

• First aid products and signage

• Hi-Line Tools (tethered tools for working at heights)

• Janitorial products

KEY SERVICES
Worldwide logistics
We have an extensive network
of partners worldwide and have
regular consignments shipping
globally meaning we can offer a
reliable logistics service across
the UK and the rest of the world.

SupeRun consignment stock
management
We can manage stock levels
on clients’ behalf, ensuring
their essential items are always
available. We invoice monthly for
what has been used (not what is
on the shelf).

Alterations and repairs

Equipment hire

With skilled seamstresses on‑site,
we can make small alterations
and repairs to workwear in-house
to ensure the best fit and highest
quality clothing. We also offer
workwear personalisation services
in‑house.

We have a range of equipment
available to hire on flexible
agreements, including welding
equipment, engineering tooling,
power tools and machine-shop
equipment, as well as Ursuit
marine immersion suits.

CASE STUDIES
Rowan Drilling
Rowan is a global provider of
offshore contract drilling services.
DNOW supplies a wealth of PPE
and MRO equipment for use on
Rowan’s drillships and jack-up
rigs.
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“DNOW has played an integral
part in our offshore and onshore
operations by providing
high quality products at
competitive prices with realistic
delivery times and backed by
professional knowledge.”
Regional Supply Chain
Manager
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